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There are a range of local, national, and international Quality Models, which have been specifically
developed to aid companies in creating strategic performance improvement. These include the EFQM
Model for Business Excellence and the Baldrige Criteria for Performance Excellence; all have common
themes and methods of conducting organizational assessment. 1
These models or criteria for excellence have been applied widely and have provided positive results. 2, 3
The National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) showed that Baldrige winners had beat the
S&P 500 by 4.4 to 1. 4 However, positive impacts are not exclusive to those companies that have won
the Baldrige award, nor even to those who formally entered the Baldrige process. Companies that have
used self-assessment have had higher levels of annual sales turnover, market share and return on sales
than those that have not. 5
Self-Assessment
The Baldrige Model provides a non-prescriptive conceptual model of performance excellence, which can
articulate many of the basic precepts of quality in a systems theory approach. In this manner the Model
can present and highlight such crucial issues as the:
· Importance of leadership
· Need to consider all elements of an organization
· Strategic importance of scanning and analyzing the business environment
· Value of creating focus on customers and employees
· Emphasis of identifying and monitoring key performance indicators and
· Methods of approach and deployment for improvement action plans
This provides the basis for conducting company wide self-assessment and using this as the basis for
establishing current and target performance measures, coordinating and implementing continual
improvement and as a method to aid benchmarking. 6
Managers should not be put off by the logistics involved in submitting a formal application but rather
should become familiar with the model and embrace what it can offer. Self-assessment provides a simple
7
method of independent and flexible assessment, which can have powerful results.
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The Self-Assessment Matrix
To reduce the perception that conducting self-assessment is overly costly, time consuming and
intimidating a Self-Assessment Matrix based on the Baldrige Model was developed. (Table 1) The goal
was to ensure that the key elements of the Model and self-assessment where included while creating a
summary sheet which would provide accessible yet adequate explanation of assessment criteria. This
dramatically reduces the documentation required for assessment and provides speed and simplicity.
The key elements included are:
· 7 Criteria Categories
· Items from the Organizational Profile
· 11 Core Values
· Performance Outcomes
· Point Values of each Criteria
· Strengths and Opportunities for Improvement
· Scoring Guidelines of Approach, Deployment, Learning and Integration
· Results, including Levels, Trends, Comparisons and Integration 8
The Matrix is made up of columns representing the Criteria and rows representing Score increments of 110. The Matrix is used by beginning with the left column and reading the scoring descriptions, moving up
or down the column until a score that best represents the relevant organizations practice is found. This
determines the score for that criterion. This is continued until each of the Criteria are completed. The
Score for each Criterion is noted at the bottom of each column and are then multiplied by the Factor,
which relates the score to the appropriate Point Value for that Criterion. When completed the 7 Criteria
Scores are totaled to create a Grand Score. This is the overall Score for the organization out of a total
possible score of 1000.
A Tool for Introducing, Training and Conducting Self-Assessment
The matrix can be used as a training tool to aid in the explanation of self-assessment and the application
of the Baldrige Model while emphasizing the importance of customer focus and strategic awareness.
A presentation of self-assessment to senior management could include relating self-assessments focus
and potential impact on the demands of investors, customers and employees and how to address their
priorities. The current corporate objectives can be presented with quantitative data to show how quality
can improve the bottom line aided by self-assessment. 9 This can be achieved through presenting the
NIST S&P comparisons to Baldrige companies, relating the stories of past winners, using diagrams of
the Baldrige Model to articulate the inter-relation of all the key elements in an organization and relating
the impact of linking Approach and Deployment to Results.
However, with Quality the full and active participation of senior management is essential for its success.
10
To create this involvement one needs to move beyond a presentation to creating a hands on
experience in applying and interpreting the Criteria and the Scoring Guidelines. Yet in the initial
introduction and selling of Baldrige and Self-Assessment to Senior Management there is usually no time
for pre-work case studies to be reviewed on an individual basis and for consensus groups to be formed.
Yet there is no better way to understand the Scoring Guidelines and the other elements that underpin
Self-Assessment than to use them.
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It is here that the Matrix can be invaluable by providing a concise yet powerful method of communication.
The Matrix can be distributed among managers and used to conduct a high level evaluation of the
organization. When this has been completed on an individual basis the scores can be listed and
discussed to create a consensus score. It is not important at this stage of limited analysis that lists of
Strengths and Opportunities for Improvement are created. Rather getting the concepts across and
creating familiarity with the terms and methods of self-assessment are more important. By embedding
and incorporating all of the key issues of Self-Assessment into the matrix Senior Managers will have be
thinking about all of the Criteria, Scoring Guidelines and other fundamentals while evaluating their
organization.
This is also a good tool for creating discussion since questions will be raised during individual
assessment and later when the total scores are listed differences in scoring are inevitable leading to
discussion. Here the true value is found. Discussion about the difference in scores will be related to
each individual's evaluation of the organizations Strengths and Opportunities for Improvement.
More important than the scores are the Opportunities for Improvement which have been identified. The
Model can then be used at another level of detail and application as an aid in co-ordinating and
implementing actions to address those Opportunities for Improvement and as a basis for creating
measures to monitor improvements.
A key question that can be focused on is the variation in the opinions and perceptions of the Managers. If
Senior Managers all have differing opinions with regard to the Approach, Deployment and Results of the
Organization what would the difference be between Senior Management’s perception and that of Middle
management and staff. Would the understanding in each department, division or geographical office in
the organization differ greatly from that which Senior Management perceive it to be. This raises
questions regarding communication, deployment, focus and application of such crucial elements as
organizational policies, mission and practices. This can be a perfect note on which to end, ensuring that
Senior Management will want to discuss this further to find out just what this could mean for their
organization.
Assessment can be used at all levels and not only to assess a whole organization but departments,
divisions or units. It also can be used in workshop situations where much more time is taken to consider,
gather and evaluate data.
Conclusion
The Self-Assessment Matrix provides a simple yet powerful tool to aid in introducing, training and
conducting organizational Self-Assessment. However, its most valuable role may be in making SelfAssessment an accessible and engaging proposition.
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